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VENICE LOCALS’ FAVORITE BARS AND
RESTAURANTS

Not in the mood for tourist traps? This is where the Venice locals wine and dine.
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Despite being invaded daily by a deluge of tourists, Venice is still one of the world’s most incredible cities.
Get to know some of Venice locals and what they do in their everyday life.
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Or just visit their favorite restaurant and bars. Here's their list :
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Dandolo Bar of Hotel Danieli

The Danieli is one of the most beautiful Renaissance structures in Venice where you’ll find one of the
city’s finest hotels as well as the most elegant bars and best restaurants. Romance a go-go.

Dandolo Bar of Hotel Danieli
Castello 4196, Venice

Show on map

danielihotelvenice.com
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Oriental Bar of the Metropole

Dating back to 1500, the Metropole is a five-star hotel with a two Michelin-starred restaurant. The
Oriental Bar at the front of the hotel is cozy – you might also want to take drinks in the delightful
Giardino degli Agrumi (Citrus Garden) in the back.

Oriental Bar of the Metropole
Riva degli Schiavoni, 4149, Venice

Show on map

hotelmetropole.com

http://danielihotelvenice.com/
http://hotelmetropole.com/
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Il Nico

This venerable gelateria is frequented by locals, students and anyone up to the challenge of its
whipped-cream-laden gianduiotto.

Il Nico
Dorsoduro 922, Venice

Show on map

gelaterianico.com

http://gelaterianico.com/
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Taverna della Fenice

Flanking the opera house, this eatery dates from the 19th century and is a meeting point for the city’s
cultural movers and shakers. The current management is putting new emphasis on the quality and
creativity of its menu, with vegetarian and vegan options alongside classics like fegato alla Veneziana
(Venetian sliced liver with polenta).

Taverna della Fenice
Campiello Fenice, 1939, San Marco

Show on map

ristorantelafenice.it

http://ristorantelafenice.it/
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Trattoria da Bepi

For home-cooked Venetian dishes – and a friendly welcome for four-footed friends – Bepi’s low-key
and unpretentious establishment fits the bill, including the check at the end of the meal.

Trattoria da Bepi
Cannaregio 4550 SS Apostoli, Venice

Show on map

dabepi.it

http://dabepi.it/
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